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~ Comment on Shaked and Sutton's Model of
Vertical Product Differentiation

liangzhu Han and Harr~. ~~-ebers'

`Ia~- 6. 1996

Abstract

In a duopoly model u~ith rertical differ,entiation. it is assumed that tu~o firms play
a tu~o-stage non-coopemtire game, first quality-then-price, and there is a jeasible
quahty speclrum from u~hich tu~o fIrms can choose for their product selection. A
taronomy of the degree oJ product dij'ferentiation is pursued. We demonstrate
that there erists a uniyue subgame perfect equilibrium in pure strategies. This
eyuilibrium erhibits marimum producf d:fJerentiation if the yuality of the `outside

good' is sufficiently lou~ or if both the guality of the outside good is sufjic:ently high

and the difference betu~een it and the lou~est feasible quality is sufJSciently large;
otheru~ise tf the guality of the outside gnnd is sufj~tciently high but the diJjerence
betueen it and the lou~est feasible quality is sufficiently smalt, then this equilibrium
erhibits some degree of product diffcrentiation.

Keywords: quality-then-price game, rertically differentiated market, product

difJerentiation.

1 Introduction

In their pathbreaking paper. Shaked and Sutton (1932) demonstrate how the existence

of qualit}~ difierences relaxes price competition between competing firms, so that profits

are positi~.e in equilibrium. Qualit~. differences are formalized in terms of a framework

for preferences due to Gabszewicz and Thisse (19i9) in which indi~~iduals with identical

preferences may, nevertheless, choose different goods because their respective marginal

utilities of income differ.

'Department of Econometrics and CentER, Tilburg Cniversity, P.O. Box 901~3, ~000 LE Tilburg,
The `etherlands. Telephone t31 13 4662ï53 (24.ii). Fax t31 13 4663280, E-mail x han~kub.nl,
h m.webersskub.nl. VV'e thank Dolf Talman and ~laria Pilar ltontero for their comments and
sugges[ions.



~~'hile Shaked and Sutton (19~2) focus on relaxing price competition through product

differentiation. the uniqueness of this subgame perfect equilibrium is not shoK-n, and most

importanti}~. the degree of product differentiation is not anal}-zed there. Donnenfeld and

~~eber (1992) sol~.e the degree of product differentiation problem b}~ introducing entr}~

into 5haked and Sutton's (19L~2) model. The}- consider a slightl}- modified Shaked and

Sutton (1932) model. in tvhich e~er}- thing remains except that Q-(qm,qt~~ is assumed

to be the feasib]e qualit~ inter~-al, the qualit~~ of outside good is set zero, and a consumer

is identified b~~ the his or her income. ~hich is uniforml~~ distributed over the inter~-al

f0. 1'. The}~ show that there exists a unique equilibrium, at K-hich

the first ttvo firms to enter the industr}~, select the extreme qualities

that are technologicall~ feasible. thus exhibiting maximal product differenti-

ation among incumbents".

Therefore

the threat of later entry further increases the degree of product
differentiation."

1~'e focus on duopol}- case in this paper, and extend Shaked and 5utton's discussion

to gi~.e an explicit proof of the existence of a uniyue subgame perfect equilibrium. ~~'e

extend the t~-ork of Shaked and Sutton f 1952) bt~ the follotving main results. First, we

sho~~- that the subgame perfect equilibrium not onl}' exists. but is also unique. Secondly.

the unique subgame perfect equilibrium exhibits maximum product differentiation e~~Pn

in a model ~~-ithout entrants provided that the yualit}~ of the outside good is sufficientl}~

lotv or both the qualitc of the outside good is sufficientl~~ high and the difference between

it and the lo~~est feasible qualit~. is sufficient]}~ large: othert~~ise if the qualit}~ of the outside

good is suíficientl}~ large but the difference bet~ceen it and the lo~eest feasible quality is

sufFicientl}- small this equilibrium exhibits some degree of product differentiation. This

specifies the result of Shaked and Sutton (19~2). in which it is demonstrated that at

an}~ subgame perfect equilibrium one firm chooses the highest a~-ailable quality while the

other firm chooses an a~-ailable qualit}- some~chere bettteen the ttto quality extremes.

Finally, tee show that Shaked and Sutton's proof of the existence of subgame perfect

equilibria is incompletet. in the sense that the}. do not include the monopol}~ case into

their consideration ~chen they deri~.e the equilibrium prices at the second stage of the

game.

tTo put it in another .eay. ~ce argue that without exclusion of the case in which a subgame perfect
equilibrium of the two-stage game results in a monopol~ and creates a higher monopoly profit than any
one o( the duopoly profits, a subgame perfect equilibrium derived Erom the assumption that two firms
exist and segment the market as did in Shaked and Sutton ( 1982) may not be true.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follo~~~s. The model is described in Section

2. In Sectíon 3 ~ce gi~e a complete proof of the existence of the unique subgame perfect

equilibrium for the qualit}-then-price game and a taxonomy of the degree of product

differentiation in this equilibrium. Section ~1 concludes.

2 The model

~~'e employ a~-ariant of the 5haked and Sutton (1953) model. Suppose some good can

be produced in a continuous range of qualit} le~els. represented by a technologically

feasibfe inter~~al Q- [qT:. y~r'~. ~~.here 0 c y~ C qm, G q~r C-rx. Qe being the quality of

the outside good. q,., being the lo~~~est possible quality le~-e] and q~r being the highest

one. ~~'e differ from Shaked and Sutton by using a lo~~~er bound qm of the feasible quality

inter~~al ~~.hich is ir.dependent of the quality of the outside good while they use the

latter as the lo~~-er bound of the quality interval. There are hso firms in the industry,

each producing a single quality at zero costs. The firms play a two-stage game, first

quality. then price. and compete for consumers by offering packages of price and quality

(p,.q,). i E I- {1.2}. ~t~ith qr - qZ. Bertrand competition results zero prices and profits

for both firms. and this is ob~~iouslc not an interesting case. So, ~ti~e assume a~r~ay it in

this paper. and let qr G q~. The prices are in terms of the numeraire good.

.~ continuum of consumers is identical in taste but differs in income. Income t is

uniformly distributed on an inten-al [a.b[ ~chere 0 G a G b C fx.

Consumers make indi~~isib!e and mutualh- exclusi~e purchases from the inten~a] of

qualities Q. in the sense that a consumer either makes no purchase, or else buys exactl}'

one unit of the product from either suppliers. If a consumer ~~~ith income t buys one unit

of the commodity from firm r E I ~~ ith quality y, E Q at price p,. his utility is gi~.en by

~~~(t~9~.P:) - 4~(t -P,)

~~~here t- p, is the consumer's disposable income de~-oted to the consumption of the

numeraire good after the purchase of the differentiated good of quality q,. Each consumer

buys from the firm by maximizing his or her utilit~-. If a consumer does not buy his or her

utility is gicen by consuming the outside good, i.e.. C~o(t.qo,0) - qot. This specification

of the consumers~ utilit}' functions implies that indi~~iduals with higher income enjo}.

qualit}~ impro~-ement more than low income consumers. The market area of the product

of firm i~ j E 1 at qualities q; and q~ and at prices p, and p~ is therefore given by

.11,(9~.q~~P~.Pi) - {t E [a.b~ ~ ~~~(t,4~.P~) ? maa{O,C'i(t.9~~P~)}},
i.e., the set of consumers that prefer to buy from firm i.



.-1t qualities q, and g; and at prices p, and p,. i ~ j, and t, j E I, the demand

D,(q,.qï. p,.p; 1 for the commodit} of firm i E I is equal to

D,(4,-9; P,.P.) -
J.it,f

dt.
~~.,~.n~.v; l

In Figure 1 we gi~-e an interpretation of the market segmentation between Firm 1 and

Firm 2 in case pr G pz and q~ - 0. ~~~here ttx E[a.b~ denotes the marginal consumer who

is indifferent bet~~een bu}ing from firm 1 and bu}-ing from firm 2. For a concrete and

complete description of the firms' demand functions ~~.e refer to the .-~ppendix.

~ Pt a Pz ttz 6 t

Figure I: pi G a G p.x and qo - 0

The corresponding profits are

-tÍ9r. 9z.Pt~Pz1 -PtDr~Pt .Px- 4r-4x)
for firm 1 and

'x14t~9z.Pt~Pz) - PzDz(Pr.Pz.9t,9z)
for firm 2.

3 Quality and price competition

It has been sho~~.n in Shaked and Sutton (1982) that for gi~-en product quality specifica-

tion, if the income distribution inter~.al (a, bj satisfies the condition 2a G 6 G 4a, then of

any :~ firms offering distinct products, exactl~. t~~-o will have positi~.e market shares at
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the eyuilibrium oí price competition. ~foreo~er. at equilibrium. [he market is co~-ered,

i.e.. no consumer sta~-s out of the market.

Our ~~~ork in this section is to extend the abo~-e result. ~~-e focus on the duopol~- case.

and explicitl}~ pro~-e that under the assumption of 2a G b G~a there is a unique subgame

perfect equilibrium, at ~~-hich the t~co firms maximall~. differentiate their products if the

qualit}~ of the outside good is sufficienth~ lo~~~ or ií both the qualit}~ of the outside good is

sufftcientl~~ high and the difference bet~~een it and the lo~cest feasible qualitt~ is sufFicientl}'

large: other~cise if the qualitc of the outside good is sufficientl}~ large but the difference

bet~~~een it and the lo~~-est feasible qualit~ is sufficientlc small some degree of product

differentiatior. arises.

3.1 The case qr~ - 0

Lemma 1 Suppose qo - 0 and 2a G b G~a. Then for any gitien quality specification. ql

and Qz in Q oJ firm I and firm ?. respectir~ely, the .Vash-Bertrand equilibrium (pi ,p2 J

at the second stage oJ the game is such that both firms are in the market and

~ ~~-"b-'?a and ~ - ~31'?b-a) If9~19: ~ :.-s1.
Pi - 3a, ( ) Pi aa~ st~ '

v ~' S(y:-a,)taa; 4-~a ] ~p~ - a and pi - 2Q, tf y}, - 9t 92

Proof. ThP proof is di~~ided into t~co parts.

(i) First ~~.e pro~e that for an~. gi~-en quality specification, an}~ ~ash-Bertrand equilibrium

at the second stage of the game, if it exists, denoted b} (pi~. pz ). can not happen at the

case ~~~hen one of the t~~o firms sta~'s out of the market.

It is straightfon~~ard to pro~e that firm 2 can not sta~- out of the market at (pi~..p2 l.

because firm 2 can al~ca~.s set a price p2 - p~~ and take o~~er the market from firm 1 or at

~~orst share the market ~~-ith firm 1. ~ext ne need to pro~~e that firm 1 can not sta~- out

of the market at (p~ .pz ). for ~~~hich ~ce follo~~. a graphical proof and distinct bet~ceen

three cases:

case 1: pz G p~ . Then D1(4i.4~~pi ~Pz l- 0, and so rl(9~,9x,P'i.~P~ )- ~~

From (a) of Figure 2, it is found that if p2~ G a, then firm 2 has an incenti~.e to de~-iate

from p2~, because b}~ charging an infinitesimal higher price, its demand is not affected.

and consequently its profit is increased. Similarly from (b) of Figure 2. it is found that
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if p, 1 a. then firm 1 has an incenti~.e to de~-iate from p~ b}. setting its price at p~ ~cith

0 C pl C a. because then firm 1 gains a positi~-e marl:et share.

case Z: Pz - Pi~ Then D~ Í9i. 4s, Pi, ~ Pi )- 0, and so wl (9r. 9z. Pi , Pz 1- p

From (a) of Figure 3 it is found that if pz ~ a, then firm I has an incenti~.e to de~-iate

b}~ setting its price at p~ rti~ith 0 G p~ G a. because then firm 1 gains a positi~~e market

share. Similarl} from (b) of Figure 3, it is found that if p2 c a, firm 2 has an incenti~e

to de~iate, because b~ charging an infinitesimal higher price, its demand is not affected.

and consequentl~' its profit is increased.

case 3: pz ~ p~ . Then firm 1 sta}s out of the market if and onl}- if 112 C a. and so

~i(9i-4z.Pi -Pz .I - 0.

From fa) of Figure ~ it is found that if tlz c a. then firm 2 has an incenti~-e to de-

~~iate, because b~- charging an infinitesimal higher price, its demand is not affected, and

consequentl}~ its profit is increased. If t12 - a and p~ ~ 0. then firm 1 has an incenti~'e

to de~-iate. because then firm 1 gains a positi~-e market share, so a positi~-e profit. Oth

err~ise if trZ - a but pi~ - 0. then firm 2 has an incenti~-e to de~-iate. In fact, if firm 2

does not de~-iate. its profit -~~~ is gi~-en by r"~ - pz (b - t12), n-here tr2 - a satisfies the

equation ql(trz -0) - q2(t~2 - p2 ). Sol~-ing the equation for p2 and then substituting p2~

and t1z into the equation for r, `''. ~~-e deri~~e the profit r"d - a(b - a}(q~ - qr )~q2 for firm

2 in case it does not de~-iate. But if firm'2 de~-iates b}- maximizing its profit p2(b- t12).

~chere t1z is gi~-en bc the equation q~(t1z-0) - q2(t~1z -pZ), then its profit r,d equals -~ -

bz(qZ - q~ )~(-tq2j. For 2a c b. ~re ha~-e ra ~-~'~, so firm 2 has an incenti~-e to de~ iate.

(ii) Secondl}- ~~-e pro~'e that in case of a duopol}' the ~ash-Bertrand equilibrium exists

and is as gi~-en in the lemma. This directly follo~~-s from the proof of lemma 2 of Shaked

and Sutton ( 1983).



(a) Pz ~ a ~(b) p~ 1 a

Figure ?. pZ C pi

t

Figure 3. p~~ -

~~ ~ )

I

t

~a) fia c d ~b) ~ia - a

Figure -1. pZ~ ~ p~~ p

Consider the profit of firm i. i E{1.2}. at the first stage conditional on the qualit}~

specification q,. i E{1.2}. From Lemma 1 we can calculate the firms' profits associated

with the equilibrium prices as follo~cs

'i ~9i,4s) - ~~b-2a)~ and ~~ ~9i,9z) - y3t(26-a)s

if q~~92 ? ó5tza : other~~~ise.

'i ~9i,9s) - 2(b- a- 9~; ) and -Z~~9i.9~) - 6(a~-4o~lfaa~ ~b f a9~i)

From now on let g- qm~q,vr and Q- ql~qZ, so 0 G a G a G 1. Then o c~enotes the

degree of product differentiatíon. The firm's profit associated with the equilibrium prices

can be rewritten as follows:

If a ? e}á , then



-~[al -
(1 - a)(6 - 2a)2

~ 9a
~. (I -a1126-a~s

-i(a)- q

Other~~~ise if `'FT~ ~ a. then
) - a - a

-; ía -~b-a- 1
2 1-a
1 a

r,z~(al--(6(1-alfaa)(b-af ).
-1 1 - a

To establish our proposition ~~-e first claim the follo~~~ing

Lemma 2 The firms' reduced profit function forms satt~.fy

Proof.

G G for ez~ery a E(~, 1] and i E {1.2}.

(3)

Differentiating the firms' reduced profit function forms in qualities of equations (1). (2)

and 3I ~s'ith res ect to a. it is strai htfor~ti-ard to ro~-e that a''~t't G 0 for all a and( P g P ~,

3-'-~'t G 0 for n? 5;2a.Then ~~-e are left ~~-ith procing that 3~a ~'~ G 0 for y;~~a ~ a 1~.

Differentiation ot -Z (a) in (-1) ~sith respect to o}-ields

?-; lol
~~ -'-~(a-b)(bi ~o i~fbfl-a)~-aa) ' ~~--'-~(b-a)(bf"-~;~)- 'S ).4. ~-o- (1-0) 4 ( t-o) (1-a)'

To pro~~e that "; ~'~ G 0. it is eyui~alent to pro~e that (b - a)(b f aa 2-'~ )) a5
~ (~-~1 (t-o)a.

2.-3a S-Ia 25-3n 5-2a~~-hich requires that a C~~hy-z~. But a G ~ta . and for b) 2a ~~e ha~.e 2(y-a~ ~ yra , so
s"a ~~ ~ C 0.aa

O

Gi~en Lemma 2. it is straightfor~card to establish the follo~cing

Proposition 1 Suppose qo - 0 and 2a G 6 G la. Then fhere erists a unique subgame

perfect equilrbrium u~hen firms act non-cooperatirely in first choosing qualities then prices.

in n~hich the tu~o firms marimally dzfferentiate their product specifications, so q~~ - q,,,
~and qZ - ~ ,,~.

Proof.



Consider the first stage of the qualitc-then-price game. The firms' reduced profit func-

tions are gi~en in equations fl) and (2) or 13! and (~t). From Lemma 2 firm 2 ahca}-s

benefits b}' lea~'ing its product qualit}~ from an~ gi~~en product qualitc of firm 1 as far

as possible. So. qi - qtir. Similarl}' from Lemma 2 firm 1 al~~a}'s benefits b~~ keeping

its product qualitc as far from an} gi~~en product yualit~~ of firm 2 as possible, so qi~ - qm.

3.2 The case qr, ~ 0

Lemma 3 Supposf q~, , 0 and '?a G b G~o. Then Jor any gircn quatity spectficatton qt

and qz tn Q oJfirm I and firm ?. respectit~ely. the .~~ash-Bertrand equilibrium (p~~,Pz~J

at the second stage aJ the game is such that óoth firms are in the market and

`' - b-Sa q~-4:
pl - 3 4:
~'-a~zPt a,

Proof.

and
~- z5-z az-a~ iJ a~-QO , bta.

pz 3 ~z 9z-7: 3~ '
and p.~ - za, ~bl9z - 9t Í t a~9t - 9o)J otheru~ise.

The proof directel~ follo~~~s the proof of Lemma 1.

G

Gi~~en the ~ash-Bertrand eyuilibrium (p~~.P2 i at the second stage of the game. ~~-e

can calculate the finns' profits associated r~-ith the equilibrium prices as follo~cs

-~Í9 9 ) -
(b-~~a)~9~-9tt t. z

9 9t 9 9z
if ~~ ~ "}': other~~'ise.

9~-9: - 3n
~- a4t-9o ~9:-9t-9o

~í (9t.9z) - :~ )b - a )

and - 9t

~.
and -2 I ql . 9z ) -

9a-4i

1
r2 ~9t,9s) - q ]b~9z - qt) ~ of9t - 9o)~z.

From the abo~.e~prótit funetions of firm 1 and firm 2 associated a.ith the equilibrium

prices it is straightfon~-ard to show through simple calculation that the following holds

8r1 ~9t.qz)Ia9t c 0
for any given 4r, 9z E[9m-4.tit] satisf}-ing Qzi-a-? ~ ~3a, and

8r,z~(4t,9z)~a9a 1 ~ -

['?b - a)z 4z - 4t
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for an}- gi~~en ql.qz E[q,,,.g~f] if 9M ) z~?a, i.e., the gap bet~s-een the highest feasible

qualit~ and the lo~cest feasible qualit~- is not `too big'.

So. to íoc~ts on the degree of product differentiation in the case for qo ~ 0 is equi~.alent

to focus on specif}~ing the sign of r7-~~(qt,qz)~óq~ for an}' gi~-en ql,qz E[qm.qti1] satisf~~ing

~- G~". The follo~ti-ing lemma gi~~es a characterization of this sign.
97-9~ - 3~

Lemma 4 .Suppose qo ~ 0 ond 2o G 6 G-la. Then for any giren quality specification

ql and qz of firm I nnd firm l. re;pFCtiiely. satisfying q~.Q2 E[qm.4it] and ~~ G h}'7~-4: - 3a '
there eristc q, q~ 0 urth q G q such that

~.
r7-; ~ qi . qz t; ~~q, c o ,7 qo G 9.

d-;~tq~.q:)l~q~ ~ o ~Iqo ~ 4.
u~hereas forqo E[q.qj ihe s~gn oJBr,~ ( q~.q2)~óq~ a amóiguous.

Proof.

Gicen q~. qz E.qm. q~if and ~- G y3'. ~~~e ha~e from the abo~e deri~~ed profit function

of firm 1 associated ~~ith its equilibrium price that

~- a4i-qo 24z-qt-qo a24t-qo b 9tt9o-29z
ri (9~.9z) - - ~6 - a ) - ~ ( - f ).

~ 9i qs - 9i 4t a 9~ - 4t
Then

~ az~9o -6 9o f 9i - Z4z qo 4z - 9i ~ 9o f qt - 29z
a'i (4i.9z)~a9i - .i ~9i ~ a ~ 4s - 9t ) } ~1 ~ 9i

)~ z )]~qz - qi)
z ~

- a ,',qi ~ 690 - 4z) ~- 9t~1 f--b)qo9z - 2qó) ~ 9zqó f~ b - 2)qoqz].
~~qi (9z - 9t i` a a ~ a

Thus ~te ha~e

r7[ó-i iQ1.qzij~q~,h-a]~d9o 10

and a

~d-i !9t.4zl~Óq1! 5-a)vo-7: ~ 0. (6)

But from sPCtion 3.1 ~~~e ha~~e

~aTi ~qt,9z)~d9tl?-a)9o-o G 0.
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So. from (5). (6) and I i) there exists a q such that (ar,l (q,, qz)~aq,) 6-4 G 0 for qo G q

and (a-i (q,.qzl~aq,)e-4 ~ 0 for qo 1 q- Since a-1~(q,.qz)~aql is increasing in 1. ~ce

ha~'e 8-1 (qt. ;2)~aq, G 0 for qo G q and '2a G 6 G~a.

Similarl~~, we can derive the follo~cs

a[ar.i 19i-9sl~aq~~s-z~~aqo ) 0

and

(a-i~(9i.9z)~a4i'a-2)a,-aa ~ 0.

But from section :3.1 ~~'e ha~'e

Í, )

(9)

(a~í (9t.9z)~a9i~e-z)a~-o G 0. (10)

From (8), (9) and (10) there exists a y such that a-; (q,,qz)~aq,)b-2 G 0 for qo G

g G 0 and (ari (q,.gz)~aql)s-z for qo ~ q. Since a-~ íq,.qz)~aql is increasing in ~, ~ce

have ar,~ (y,. y2)~aq, ~ 0 for qo G q and 3a G b G la.

It should be clear that for qo E ,q.ql the sign of a-i~(q,.qz)~aq, is ambiguous.

Proposition 2 Suppose qo ~ 0, 2a G b G-1a, and 9 ~ z~2a. Then there erists a

unique suógame perfect equitibrium in pure strategies u~hen firms act non-cooperatirely

in first choosing qualities then prices. There erist also q. q and qi u~ith q G q and q; -

q,~r - 1t1(q~t - qa) such that marimum product difJerentiation holds in this eguilibrium ij

qo G q or ,f qo ~ q and qT 7 q;: and some degree of product differenfiation is erhibited

in this equilibr,um u~ith firm 1 locating at qi and itrm ? locating at qt~ if qo 1 q and

9m G 9i

Proof.

From the statement abo~-e and Lemma -1 it is straightfork'ard that for any gi~'en

feasible quality inten~al [qm, q.y). firm 2 alwa}-s chooses qy for its product selection. And

for firm 1 there exist q and q such that ií qo G q(see also Figure ~(a), without loss of

generality, lines are used instead of cur~-es, the same for Figure ~(b)), then the profit
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-1~(q~.q~t) of firm 1 is aln-a}s decreasing in q~, so firm 1 chooses qm: other~~.ise if qo 1 q

(see also Figure ~(bi). then the profit function ai (q~.qy) of firm 1 is increasing in

q~ satisf~~i;;g ~'t~3ï c 53~' (called region 1) but decreasing in ql satisf}~ing at~? C ná'
(called region ?). So. the profit -~ (ql.q,tit) of firm 1 is maximized at the intersection of

its profit cur~-es from region 1 and 2. defined bc ?'{-q~ - 63a . i.e., q~ - qtt- hYá(q~r-qo).

If q,~, ) qi. then the profit function r.i (q~.qtr) of firm 1 is also ahti.a}~s decreasing in q~.

so firm 1 chooses qT,. Other~~-ise if qm G qi then firm maximizes its profit b~~ choosing

qi. In an~ case the equilibrium is unique and subgame perfect.
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~ 6j

Figure 5
O

4 Conclusions

~~'hile Shaked and 5utton (1952) focus on relaxing price competition through product

differentiation. the degree of product differentiation is not anal}zed there. In this paper

~~.e focus on the degree of product differentiation, and demonstrate that firms maximall}~

differentiate their products if the qualit}- of the outside good is sufficiently ]o~~~ or if both

the quality of the outside good is suf5ciently high and the difference between it and

the lo~cest feasible qualit}~ is suf~icientl}- large; othencise ií the qualit}~ of the outside

good is sufFiciently high but the difference between it and the lowest feasible qualit}~ is

sufFicientl}~ small this equilibrium exhibits some degree of product differentiation. Thus

~~.e gi~.e a taxonom~~ of product differentiation in Shaked and Sutton's framework in case

2a G 6 c 4a. The reasons behind this product selection are quite intuitive. Because



1 ~k

firm 2 enjo}-s higher qualit}- ad~antage. it is al~t.a~-s profitable for firm 2 to choose the

highest possible qualit}. Therefore, ~ae need onl~- to consider the product selectíon of

firm L If qo is sufficientl}~ small, then price competition from the fall back good faced

b} firm 1 is ~-er~- ~~eak, and firm 1 finds it profitable to differentiate itself from firm 2 as

tar as possibla ~chich ~-ields maximum product differentiation. .-1n alternati~-e reason for

the maximum product differentiation is found in case ~~-hen qo, the qualit}- of the outside

good, is sufficientl} high. but the difference betw~een qo and the lo~cest feasible qualit}~

is suf~iciently laroe (in the sense that qo is on the left side of q~ ~ti-hile qm is on the right

side of q~ j. Then price competition from the fall back good faced b}~ firm 1 is offsetted

b} price competition of firm ? from abo~~e and the isolation bc q~ from the outside good

(nhere q~ acts just like a fence ~~-hich isolates price competition from the outside good).

Finall~-. if the qualit}~ of the outside good is sufficientl}- high and the difference bet~ceen it

and the lonest feasible qualit~- is not too large, price competition from the fall back good

faced by firm 1 ~cill out~ceigh price competition from firm 2 from above and the isolation

from the outside good, thus forces firm 1 to the inside of the feasible quality inter~.al, and

some degree of product differentiation sho~~~s up. The abo~-e discussion in case qo ~ 0

cruciall~- depends on the assumption that the gap bet~seen the highest feasible quality-

and the lo~~~est yualitc is not too big.

.-~ppendix

The demand functions of Firm I and Firm 2

~~'e ma}- distinguish three different t}-pes of indifferent consumers, namel}- a consumer

being indifferent bet~~-een bu}-ing from firm 1 and not bu}-ing at all, a consumer being

indifferent bet~~een bu~ing from firm 2 and not buying at all. and. finally. a consumer

being indifferent bet~ceen bu}~ing from firm 1 and bu}~ing from firm 2. ~~~e denote t12 -

p"'-D"' and t, -(~-)p, for all i E 1- {1.2}.
,z-a~ a,-aa



Cf.)

a tt t1z 6 t " a tz t, 6 t
Figure 6 (al p, C a C pz. qo small Figure 6(b): p1 G a G pz, qo large

If qo is relati~'el} small. as in Figure 6(a). there exists a consumer t, being indifferent

behceen bu}~ing from firm 1 and not bu~'ing if 1, 1 a, other~t-ise all consumers preter

to buy. Furthermore. there exists a consumer t1z being indifferent bet~~~een bu}-ing írom

firm 1 and firm 2 if a G t1z C 6.

If qo is relati~.elc high, as in Figure 6(b), there does not exist a consumer tr being

indifferent bet~~~een bucing from firm 1 and bu~.ing from firm 2. The reason is that all

consumers prefer the outside option or the commodit}. of firm 2 to the commodit}- of

firm 1. Clearh. there does exist a consumer tz being indifferent betneen buying frurn

firm 2 and not bu~~ing if tz ~ b.

Consequentl}~. the demand for the firms can be ~critten as

Dr(4r.qz.Pr.Pz) - 0. for Pr ? Pz-

and
t~z - t, if a C t, C t,z C b

t1z - a if tl G a c t1z C b

Dr~9r.4z~Pr~Pz!- 6-tl ifaGtlGbGt1z forP1GPz
b- a if t 1 C a. b c t,z

0 other~ti~ise.
and

~z(9r-4z-Pi.Pz) -

and

Dz(4r.9z.Pr.Pz) -

b- a if a 1 tz

6-tz ifaGfzGb forp,?pz

0 othen~~ise,

b- a iC a? mnx{t1zi tz}

b- mar{t1z,fz} if a G trz G 6 for

0 other~~~ise.
Pr G Pz
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